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Intimate part
An intimate part, personal
part or private part is a place
on the human body which
iâ€¦ADJECTIVE

NOUN

in·ti·mate
[Ëˆin(t)É™mÉ™t]

1. closely acquainted; familiar, close.
"intimate friends" · [more]
synonyms: close · bosom · boon · dear · cherished · familiar · [more]

2. private and personal.
"intimate details of his sexual encounters" · [more]
synonyms: personal · private · confidential · secret · innermost · [more]

1. a very close friend.
"his circle of intimates"
synonyms: close friend · best friend · bosom friend · [more]
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Intimate | Definition of Intimate by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intimate
The company would sit around after dinner in the lavishly plain living room or wander out
to the pool for more intimate conversation â€¦ â€”Arthur Miller, Timebends, 1987; They
remained intimate friends throughout their lives. They â€¦

Intimate | Define Intimate at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/intimate
characterized by or suggesting an atmosphere conducive to privacy or intimacy; warmly
cozy: an intimate little café where we can relax and talk. (of an association, â€¦

Intimate - definition of intimate by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/intimate
Define intimate. intimate synonyms, intimate pronunciation, intimate translation,
English dictionary definition of intimate. adj. 1. Characterized by close personal ...

intimate - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/intimate
The related verb intimate means to hint or suggest. Intimate is also a noun meaning a
close friend or associate. And when you get intimate with someone, it can mean that
you're sexually involved.

Intimate legal definition of intimate - Legal Dictionary
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/intimate
Critique: Nicely illustrated throughout, "An Intimate Wilderness: Arctic Voices in a Land of
Vast Horizons" is an inherently interesting and consistently compelling account that is as
informative and engaging as it is consistently compelling from beginning to end.

Intimate relationship - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intimate_relationship
An intimate relationship is an interpersonal relationship that involves physical or
emotional intimacy. Physical intimacy is characterized by friendship, platonic love,
romantic love, or â€¦

Intimacy · Physical and emotional · Empirical research · Current studies

Intimacy | Definition of Intimacy by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intimacy
Intimacy definition is - the state of being intimate : familiarity. How to use intimacy in a
sentence. the state of being intimate : familiarity; something of a ...

Intimate definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/intimate
Intimate definition: If you have an intimate friendship with someone, you know them
very well and like them a... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

intimate Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/intimate
intimate definition: 1. having, or being likely to cause, a very close friendship or
personal or sexual relationship: 2. (of knowledge or understanding) detailed, and obtained
from a lot of studying or experience: 3. a friend you know very well: .

Urban Dictionary: intimate
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=intimate
Top definition. intimate unknown. ... i walked in on something a bit too intimate for me
to see between my friend and some guy. by suburban scum June 04, 2005. 427 169.

What is the Definition of Intimacy? What does it Mean â€¦
https://www.focusonthefamily.com/marriage/preparing-for-marriage...
What is intimacy? What is the definition of intimacy? Sometimes people will do just
about anything to get close to someone they find interesting, intriguing or â€¦
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